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How Media Smart Are You?
Match the word with the corresponding definition.

_____ Wi-Fi

_____ IM (Instant Message)

A. Disorder that develops when
preteens and teens spend a great
deal of time on social media sites,
and then begin to exhibit classic
symptoms of depression
B. Collective, ongoing record of web
activity
C. Mobile conversation with a picture
or video that disappears after
viewing it
D. A way for multiple users to
communicate in real time
E. Connecting with friends and
getting updates about things that
interest you in real time
F. Online journal or diary

_____ Snapchat

G. Making video calls over wi-fi

_____ Twitter

H. Local area wireless technology
used to participate in networking
I. Sending and receiving messages in
real time over the internet
J. Internet site used to share videos

_____ Facebook Depression
_____ Digital Footprint

_____ Blog
_____ Chat

_____ YouTube
_____ FaceTime

Responding to Bullying Behaviors

Scenario

What type of
bullying is this?
(verbal, social or
physical)

A

For the last week, you have
noticed that Hannah asks to play
with Carmen and Alicia outside on
the playground, but they tell her
she can’t be their friend. As
Hannah walks away, you see
Carmen and Alicia whispering and
giggling to each other.

B

Rodney and James are playing
outside. When Rodney is on the
swings,
James walks behind and pushes
Rodney so hard he falls off the
swing. When Rodney moves to
the slide, James follows him and
kicks Rodney when he comes off
the slide.

C

Over the past few weeks, the older
children in your care have given
each other nicknames. Diego’s
nickname is Turtle. At first, you
thought it was harmless, but now
you realize that the children call

How would you respond?

him that when does anything
slower than they do.
D

Every day, Elena wants to play
with Jose and Grace. Sometimes
they tell Elena to go away. Other
times they tell her she can play,
but they are the mom and dad and
she is the baby. Babies do not talk
and Elena has to follow all their
directions.

E

The last few days Robert races
Jack to the table and sits down
first. When Jack gets to the table,
Robert moves Jack’s chair out
from under him as he sits down,
causing Jack to fall on the floor.

F

Samiira and Brooke are often in
line together to wash their hands.
Samiira tells Brooke she needs to
wash her hands after Samiira or
else she will kick her.

